Dear Valued Customer,
Like most companies, iAutomation is amid a global supply
chain crisis that has not been seen in our company’s history.
Due to extraordinary market conditions, we felt it necessary to
provide you with information about the current state of our business. As part of our mission to be a true partner with our
customers, and not simply a supplier, we are reaching out in
hopes that our communication will assist you in making important decisions.
The two main disruptors to our business are product availability
and price increases. While iAutomation continues to work
closely with our supply chain partners to lessen price increases,
optimize inventory availability, and manage logistics, we are
unable to mitigate issues to the extent that we have in the
past.
Our industry contacts are telling us the supply levels may not
stabilize for months and for some commodities (i.e., computer
chips), it may be into 2022 before we see relief. Unfortunately,
the shortage in supply, while demand remains high, causes
prices to go up.
iAutomation will continue adopting practices and strengthening
the framework to improve our resilience and agility. At this
moment, we are focusing on the following:
- Additional space for inventory & manufacturing.
- Increasing inventory levels (revisit stocking parameters based
on extended supplier lead times and increased customer
demand).
- Drop shipping product, when necessary, to improve speed to
our customers.
- Assigning cross-functional team leaders to focus on process
improvements and resource dedication to increase velocity of
problem resolution.
From your end, please contact us if you have any information
about your forecasts or if there are impeding changes to your
buying patterns that can help us be prepared. Advanced notification of upcoming large orders will improve our ability to proactively address your demand requirements.
We appreciate your patience and collaboration as we work
through these challenges together. If you have specific
information, questions, or concerns, please reach out
immediately to your sales or customer relations contact.
Thank you,
Pam Frost, VP Supply Chain

